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Design of elastomer coatings for concrete impact damage mitigation

C. Fallona, G.J. McShanea,∗

aDepartment of Engineering, University of Cambridge, Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1PZ, UK

Abstract

Practical, cost-effective strategies are of interest for the protection of vulnerable infrastruc-

ture against dynamic load events such as blast and fragment impact. Recent research has

established that spray-on elastomer coatings can provide a significant impact mitigating ef-

fect when applied to concrete structural elements [1]. However, to date, no practical design

guidelines exist to support efficient implementation of this retrofit solution. In this work,

an analytical model is proposed for the impact indentation of an elastomer-coated concrete

structural element. Design maps are produced, predicting the critical projectile impact ve-

locities for elastomer failure and concrete failure, taking the coating thickness and elastomer

modulus as the key design variables. The analytical predictions provide a close match to

experimental and finite element analysis (FEA) results [1, 2]. Spanning a realistic range of

elastomer moduli, representative of typical spray application polymers, a regime change is

predicted that depends only on the elastomer modulus, Ee. For Ee < 50 MPa, elastomer

failure is predicted to occur first. In this regime, there is a much higher sensitivity to Ee

compared with the elastomer thickness, he. For Ee > 50 MPa, the concrete is predicted to

fail first and in this regime, the critical velocities are most sensitive to he compared with Ee.
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1. Introduction1

With growing levels of malevolent attack at the forefront of political and industrial agen-2

das, new strategies are needed to protect civilian infrastructure and its inhabitants from3

blast and fragment impact events. In recent years, there has been increasing interest in the4

development of protective strategies that combine practicality and cost-effectiveness in the5

design of both new-build projects, and in the retrofit of older buildings, against the evolv-6

ing threat of improvised explosive devices (including blast and fragment impact events).7

Although protective performance of the chosen solution is key, careful consideration must8

be given to reducing cost, ease of installation, low life-time maintenance requirements and9

preserving aesthetics.10

One retrofit solution that has been gaining attention is the use of a spray-application elas-11

tomer coating, applied to existing urban infrastructure. Their spray application gives these12

coatings a distinct advantage over other candidate retrofits (e.g. fibre-reinforced polymer13

composites) which are often more expensive and difficult to install [3, 4]. Early experimental14

blast trials examined such coatings applied to masonry wall structures which yielded en-15

couraging results [3, 5] but despite the potential demonstrated, only a very limited number16

of studies have extended consideration to the retrofit of concrete and reinforced concrete17

(RC) structures. Concrete appears the ideal candidate to benefit from this type of retrofit,18

representing the most significant proportion of the ageing, vulnerable infrastructure in to-19

day’s built environment. Recent work has focused on the blast response of elastomer-coated20

concrete [6–8] and has suggested that the coating is only effective in high intensity blast21

regimes, when the concrete has already been severely damaged.22

In this investigation, we focus on the protective performance of a polymer coating applied23

to concrete, and subjected to projectile impact. A recent experimental study has explored24

the impact-mitigating capabilities of this retrofit solution [1]. Relatively thin elastomer25

coatings were applied to 100 mm side length concrete cubes and were impacted with 0.1 kg26

circular cylindrical (i.e. blunt) steel projectiles. A significant protective benefit was observed27

across the range of impact velocities tested, 45− 150 m s−1. This prompted the development28

of a numerical model to simulate the dynamic impact tests with the objective of interro-29

gating the mechanism by which the elastomer achieves its protective effect. Focusing on30
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damage initiation in the concrete, two damage mechanisms were identified [2]. Mechanism31

1, characterised by severe concrete damage, initiating early under the indenter corner, and32

Mechanism 2, characterised by more diffuse, sub-surface concrete damage developing over33

longer timescales. At high impact velocities, the damage pattern develops to form a cone of34

compressive damage under the indenter over longer timescales. It was established that the35

addition of an elastomer coating serves two effects: (i) the impact speed at which damage36

first occurs is increased and (ii) the damage initiation mechanism shifts from Mechanism37

1 to Mechanism 2. Upon detailed interrogation of simplified FE models, it was concluded38

that the elastomer achieves its protective effect via two mechanisms — a temporal effect (a39

reduction in the magnitude of the peak acceleration and an increase in the contact duration40

between the projectile and target), and a spatial effect (a more uniform contact pressure41

distribution is achieved, removing stress concentrations under the indenter corner).42

The objective of the present study is to build upon the aforementioned work [1, 2] to43

develop guidelines for effective coating design for concrete impact damage mitigation. As44

in [1, 2], we focus on the mechanisms of damage initiation and the role of the coating for45

the early timescale response to impact. As discussed in [2], this damage initiation response46

appears to play a key role in the way damage subsequently develops at longer timescales.47

There is also more confidence in the predictive accuracy of the FE model before the damage48

becomes extensive. The experimental results and numerical model predictions from [1, 2]49

are first compared and used to identify the regimes of concrete failure/no failure for a range50

of realistic coating thicknesses and projectile impact velocities. Practical fragment impact51

loads may span a wide range of projectile masses, geometries and impact speeds. Each52

of these variables may alter the key damage and protection mechanisms. We focus in this53

investigation on one case, the impact loading scenario addressed in [1, 2]: normal impact with54

a flat-faced (i.e. blunt) cylindrical projectile. The projectile has a mass, 0.1 kg and impact55

velocities up to 150 m s−1 are considered. From a design perspective, delaying the failure of56

the concrete substrate is of critical importance. An analytical model is developed, capable of57

predicting the critical projectile impact velocities for failure for an elastomer-coated concrete58

target subjected to blunt projectile impact. Practical design maps are derived using the59

proposed analytical models, taking the key variables as the coating thickness and elastomer60
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modulus. Finally, the analytical model is validated by comparison with experimental results61

and FEA predictions obtained in [1, 2].62

2. Modelling the impact response of elastomer-coated concrete63

A series of quasi-static indentation and dynamic, gas gun tests were reported in [1] using64

a 0.1 kg, 28.5 mm diameter circular cylindrical (i.e. blunt) steel indenter. Impact testing was65

performed on 100 mm side length concrete cubes, coated with a 5 mm thick elastomer layer66

positioned on their impacted face. The elastomer layer was not bonded to the concrete but67

was in frictional contact only. It is shown in [1] that the elastomer contributes a significant68

protective benefit over the range of impact velocities tested, 45 − 150 m s−1. The coating69

fails by a ductile plugging mechanism when impacted at speeds in excess of c. 125 m s−1.70

A finite element model is developed in Abaqus/Explicit and is validated against both71

quasi-static and dynamic experimental tests [1]. Focusing on the early time steps, the model72

is used to interrogate the elastomer’s influence on the damage initiation regimes in the73

concrete [2]. Further, the mechanisms by which the coating contributes its mitigating effect74

are assessed. The axisymmetric numerical model developed in [1, 2] for the dynamic impact75

tests is reproduced in Fig. 1.76
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Figure 1: Axisymmetric model developed in [1, 2] used to interrogate the impact indentation response of

elastomer-coated concrete cubes.

The details of this model are presented in [1, 2] but are summarised here. The Concrete77

Damaged Plasticity (CDP) model is employed for the concrete constitutive model definition.78

A compressive strength of 47 MPa, Young’s Modulus, 28.3 GPa and density 2550 kg m−3
79

are chosen. The CDP model assumes concrete to be a homogeneous continuum, modelling80

pressure-dependent plasticity and damaged elasticity with damage prescribed in terms of81

tensile, dt and compressive, dc damage parameters. These damage parameters can take82

values between 0 (undamaged material) and 1 (fully damaged material).83

To model the elastomer coating, a series of material characterisation tests are performed84

on a sample of a commercially available, polyurea/polyurethane hybrid [7]. A hyperelastic85

constitutive relationship is selected, fitted to the uniaxial tensile response up to a nominal86

strain, ε = 1, using data measured at a nominal strain rate, 10−3 s−1. The Yeoh strain energy87

potential is chosen as it is deemed to provide the best fit to experimental measurements.88

Viscoelasticity is incorporated via a Prony series for similar materials, obtained from the89

literature (Table 3.4 in [9]). The polymer is assumed to be nearly incompressible, with90
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a Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.475 (note that a finite bulk modulus is required, for numerical91

purposes). The polymer has a density of 1.1 Mg m−3. The model has been shown to predict92

well the tensile, compressive and indentation response of the polymer at a range of strain rates93

(10−3 − 102 s−1) [1, 7]. In [1], to assess the model’s validity at higher strain rates, numerical94

predictions for the projectile velocity-time histories are compared to those measured using95

high speed photography during the impact experiments on coated concrete (for projectile96

impact velocities up to ∼ 100 m s−1). Excellent agreement was observed for the loading97

response of the curve, up to the point of maximum projectile penetration.98

The projectile is modelled as a rigid part with a small corner radius, 1.5 mm, to capture99

accurately the behaviour of a flat nosed projectile, while avoiding the stress singularity100

associated with a truly sharp corner. The size of the corner radius, and the corresponding101

mesh size in the concrete target, was chosen based on a detailed sensitivity study [1].102

The concrete and elastomer are meshed using 4-node, axisymmetric elements with a103

fine, 0.5 mm element size directly under the indenter, transitioning to a coarser 5 mm mesh,104

well away from the impact site. Based on a good match to quasi-static indentation exper-105

iments, frictionless contact is assumed between concrete/steel interfaces whereas frictional106

contact (with a coefficient of friction, µ = 0.8) is implemented between elastomer/concrete107

interfaces [1] enforced by prescribing the tangential behaviour using a penalty contact for-108

mulation.109

3. Identification of impact response regime boundaries110

These FE models are used to vary the projectile velocity, V0 and the polymer thickness,111

he, in order to populate a map, plotting the combination of these variables that give rise to112

concrete damage. This map is illustrated in Fig 2a. The compressive damage parameter,113

dc is used as the concrete damage metric. When a specified number of concrete elements114

(extending to a depth of approximately 5 mm) have reached dc > 0.9 during the loading115

portion of the indentation response, the concrete is deemed to be damaged. As observed in116

[1, 2], compressive damage dominates the response, initiating under the indenter corner at117

very early timesteps of the order of microseconds.118

Also plotted on Fig. 2a are the results from the experimental gas gun tests presented in119
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[1]. In the experimental tests, concrete damage is determined on the basis of post-impact120

visual inspection, where a block exhibiting visible cracking or complete fragmentation is121

deemed damaged.122

Comparing the FE predictions and experimental observations in Fig. 2a, the results agree123

well, particularly for V0 < 75 m s−1 and V0 > 120 m s−1. However the FE model appears124

to underpredict the impact damage resistance, predicting damage for a 6 mm elastomer-125

coated block impacted at V0 = 100 m s−1, when there was no visible damage observed in126

the corresponding experiment. There are a number of potential contributory factors to127

this discrepancy. The concrete constitutive model does not allow for strain rate dependence,128

which could influence the concrete strength at higher projectile impact speeds. Furthermore,129

the elastomer constitutive model does not include a failure criterion. This would provide an130

additional dissipative mechanism, absent from the current analysis. Another is the friction131

between the coating and the concrete, which we proceed to address in further detail.132

As described in [1], frictional contact is chosen, with a friction coefficient of µ = 0.8 at133

the concrete/elastomer interface, based on best fit with quasi-static experimental results.134

However, it is indicated in [1] that frictionless contact at this interface agreed better with135

dynamic tests, providing a closer estimate of the projectile rebound velocities measured136

using high speed photography. For that study, the influence of these frictional effects were137

difficult to determine given other obscuring factors such as severe concrete damage and lack138

of elastomer hysteresis in the numerical model. Here, this question is revisited. Figure 2b139

plots the comparison between the experimental results and the FE predictions, assuming140

frictionless contact for the tangential behaviour at the elastomer/concrete interface. This141

serves to reduce predicted concrete damage for a given impact velocity, bringing the FE142

predictions more into line with the experimental observations.143

This suggests that the frictional contact conditions may, indeed, depend on the strain144

rate. Considering that the elastomer is not bonded to the concrete substrate, it is reason-145

able to assume that the frictional conditions experienced at this interface may be influenced146

by the elastomeric response, which is itself time-dependent. Alternatively, premature con-147

crete failure during the dynamic FE simulations assuming frictional contact may be due148

to the sensitivity of the concrete failure model to the induced surface tractions at the con-149
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(a) Friction with coefficient, µ = 0.8

(b) Frictionless

Figure 2: Comparison between FE predictions and experimental observations. Two variations of the FE

model are considered: (a) Frictional contact at the concrete/elastomer interface with a coefficient, µ = 0.8

and (b) Frictionless contact at the concrete/elastomer interface. Legend: × represents FE predictions and ◦

represents experimental observations; green indicates intact concrete and red indicates damaged concrete.
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crete/elastomer interface. The model may lose fidelity under the complex stress state at this150

interface, resulting in a more severe damage prediction.151

In the following sections, FE predictions are presented for both contact conditions: (i)152

frictional contact at the elastomer/concrete interface (with a coefficient of friction, µ = 0.8)153

and (ii) frictionless contact at that interface.154

4. Analytical modelling155

The aim now is to derive an analytical model capable of predicting the onset of failure156

for elastomer-coated concrete targets. The motivation is derived from the findings in [2],157

which identify the key mechanisms responsible for the elastomer’s protective effect.158

Normal impact from a rigid projectile of radius, R and mass, Mi is considered. The159

projectile displaces a vertical distance, xi into an elastomer layer atop a rigid concrete half160

space. The design variables are taken to be the projectile impact velocity, V0 and the161

properties of the elastomer layer, namely, the thickness, he and modulus, Ee.162

For an incompressible (i.e. Poisson’s ratio, ν = 0.5) Neo-Hookean material, the principal163

stretches are related by λ1 λ2 λ3 = 1. And, the strain energy per unit (undeformed) volume164

is given by:165

U =
Ee
6

(λ2
1 + λ2

2 + λ2
3 − 3) (1)

Note that a simpler strain energy potential is employed in the analytical model compared166

to the FE model of the spray-on elastomer coating. This is a reasonable approximation, given167

the simplified kinematics in the analytical model.168

If the elastomer is assumed incompressible, then the principal Cauchy stresses, σi are169

related to U by [10]:170

σi = −α + λi
∂U

∂λi
(2)

where α is an unknown scalar (interpreted as any applied hydrostatic pressure).171

Since the deformation of the polymer layer under the indenter is complex, particularly in172

the vicinity of the corner (see Fig. 3), simplifying assumptions are required to progress with173
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the analytical model. In the following, it is assumed that in all cases, the deformed material174

instantaneously under the indenter is in a state of uniaxial compression (interrogation of the175

stress contours in the numerical simulations reveal that this is a reasonable approximation).176

This implies that there is no effect of friction at the sliding interfaces, and no constraining177

effect of the polymer sheet in the vicinity of the indenter. Taking λ1 = λ = 1 − xi/he;178

λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ; α = 0, then the contact pressure under the projectile:179

p = −σ1 = −λi
∂U

∂λi
= −Ee

6

(
2λ− 2

λ2

)
λ (3)

It therefore remains to relate the magnitude of λ to the projectile impact velocity.180

This is achieved by equating the kinetic energy of the projectile to the maximum strain181

energy in the polymer (i.e. neglecting other sources of dissipation). To achieve this, the total182

strain energy in the polymer, W (λ), is decomposed into two terms:183

W (λ) = W0(λ) +Wp(λ) (4)

where W0(λ) is the strain energy in the material instantaneously under the projectile and184

Wp(λ) is the strain energy in a perimeter zone in the vicinity of the projectile.185

Considering a projectile of mass, Mi, impacting the elastomer with an initial velocity, V0,186

applying conservation of energy for a maximum polymer stretch of, λmax, gives:187

Mi V
2

0

2
= W (λmax) (5)

Throughout, to simplify the analysis, we assume that the presence of a perimeter strain188

energy does not alter the stress state under the indenter. (An alternative strategy, not189

pursued here, would be to account for the perimeter deformation through a constraining190

pressure, and hence the unknown constant, α in Eq. 2).191

Examination of the FE results in Fig. 3 shows that the deformation in this perimeter192

zone is complex. Two models for the perimeter energy, Wp(λ), are thus considered.193

4.1. Model (i)194

The simplest model is to assume that the perimeter energy is zero i.e. Wp(λ) = 0 in195

Eq. 4. The work done in deforming the polymer instantaneously under the projectile, as a196
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(a) Friction with coefficient, µ = 0.8 (b) Frictionless

Figure 3: The elastic strain energy density (ESEDEN in ABAQUS notation) predicted by the FE model,

at the instance of maximum projectile penetration depth, for a projectile impact velocity of 50 m s−1. Two

variations on the FE model are considered: (a) frictional contact at the concrete/elastomer interface with a

coefficient, µ = 0.8 and (b) frictionless contact at the concrete/elastomer interface.

function of stretch, W0(λ), is therefore given by:197

W (λ) = W0(λ) = −π R2 he

∫ λ

1

p(λ) dλ =
π R2 heEe

3

(λ3

3
− ln(λ)− 1

3

)
(6)

Substituting into Eq. 5 will represent a lower bound on the energy absorbed by the198

coating.199

4.2. Model (ii)200

Alternatively, it can be assumed that the deformation in the perimeter zone matches that201

under the projectile (i.e. λ1 = λ; λ2 = λ3 = 1/
√
λ). And so;202

W (λ) = W0(λ) +Wp(λ) = π R2he U(λ) =
π R2 heEe

6

(
λ2 +

2

λ
− 3
)

(7)

Substituting from Eq. 6 for W0(λ), the energy in the perimeter zone may be calculated:203

Wp(λ) =
π R2 heEe

3

(
λ2

2
+

1

λ
− λ3

3
+ ln(λ)− 7

6

)
(8)

This would represent an upper bound on the perimeter energy. However, considering204

the FE results in Fig. 3, it is apparent that Model (ii) would significantly overpredict the205
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deformation in the perimeter zone. This is particularly the case as xi tends to he, as Model206

(ii) would give a perimeter energy (and perimeter radius) that tends to infinity.207

4.3. Refined Model (ii)208

Model (ii) can be refined by using a more general power law form of the strain energy in209

the perimeter zone:210

Wp(λ) =
π R2 heEe

3

(
a (1− λ)b

)
(9)

Using a trial and error approach, the parameters, a = 13/2 and b = 5 in Eq. 9 are selected211

and match Eq. 8 reasonably well up to λ ≈ 0.2, but tends to a finite perimeter energy for212

large projectile displacements (Fig. 4).213

Figure 4: Analytical estimations of the strain energy in the perimeter zone according to Eqs 8 and 9, with

a = 13/2 and b = 5.

This can be interpreted as a capped upper bound on the perimeter energy. Substituting Eqs 6214

and 9 into Eq. 4, and then Eq. 5, yields the energy balance for impact from a projectile.215

In the subsequent analysis, this refined version of Model (ii) is used.216

4.4. Discussion: model applicability217

It is noted that the proposed analytical model, and the underlying assumptions, make it218

applicable under the following conditions:219
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• The concrete target is large with respect to the indenter, and has a large modulus with220

respect to the polymer coating, so that it can be considered effectively a rigid half221

space.222

• The impact velocities are sufficiently low with respect to the elastic wave speed in the223

polymer such that wave propagation effects can be neglected.224

• The stiffness and strength of the projectile are high with respect to the polymer stiff-225

ness, so that it can be considered effectively rigid.226

• The polymer layer thickness, he is sufficiently small with respect to the indenter radius227

so that the stress state under the indenter can be considered uniform through the228

polymer thickness.229

• Viscous dissipation effects in the polymer are negligible. However, for realistic polymer230

coatings, and for the range of strain rates considered here, viscous effects have been231

shown to be present (for example, in [7] and [1]). Neglecting viscoelasticity underesti-232

mates the energy dissipated in the coating. Viscoelasticity may also change the way in233

which the coating deforms during dynamic indentation, which would also need to be234

accounted for in the analytical model, if significant. To account for viscous dissipation235

would however greatly complicate the analytical model, which is intended to provide236

a practical, first order indication of performance.237

5. Critical impact velocities238

Having derived relationships between the impact velocity, polymer deformation and con-239

tact pressure under the projectile, the next step is to determine critical values for failure of240

the target.241

5.1. Concrete failure, p = pcrit242

Hawkins [11] developed analytical expressions for the bearing strength of concrete mem-243

bers loaded through rigid plates. Since concrete sections can typically withstand a higher di-244

rect stress over a localised area compared to their compressive strength, the bearing strength245
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is related to the compressive strength and the ratio of the load bearing area to the total area246

of the section. Hawkins’ study considered the case of concentric loadings i.e. cubes loaded247

through a central square plate or cylinders loaded through a central circular plate which248

is assumed to be analogous to the present case of interest. A failure model, based upon249

observations from a large number of experimental tests is proposed. It assumes that for250

collapse, a limiting shearing stress develops on the surface of a failure cone directly under251

the indenter. The limiting stress on the failure plane can be described using the familiar252

Mohr-Coulomb (MC) failure criterion:253

τ = τ0 + σ tanψ (10)

where τ is the shearing resistance on the failure plane, σ is the pressure normal to the254

failure plane, τ0 is the shear strength at zero σ on the failure plane and ψ is the angle255

of internal friction. If the concrete compressive strength, σcu and tensile strength, σto are256

known; then ψ and τ0 can be calculated from the geometry of the MC criterion. This leads257

to:258

σcu
σto

=
1 + sinψ

1− sinψ
(11)

τ0 =
σto
2

( 1

cosψ
+ tanψ

)
(12)

Hawkins’ [11] failure model assumes that the concrete surrounding the loaded area is a stack259

of horizontal slices, each of which can deform without interference from the neighbouring260

slice. Inside these slices is the failure cone, which for collapse has developed a limiting stress261

on the surface of the cone, as defined previously. Assuming the radial pressures exerted by262

the punched cone splits the block, and based on equilibrium of the failure cone, the expression263

for the bearing strength, q is given by Eq. 13. This is equal to the concrete cylinder strength264

plus an additional component to represent the confining effect of the unloaded concrete265

surrounding the failure cone.266

q

σck
= 1 +

K
√
σck

(
√
A− 1) for A < 40 (13)
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where σck is the concrete cylinder strength which is ≈ 0.8σcu. A is the ratio of the effective267

unloaded area to the loaded area. K is a constant which depends upon the characteristics268

of the concrete:269

K =
σto√
σck

cot2 α (14)

where α = 45◦ − ψ/2.270

Based on extensive comparisons with experimental tests, Hawkins recommends that the271

factor K can be taken as 50 (lb/in2)1/2 which equates to approximately 4.15 (MPa)1/2. For272

the geometry involved in this study, this gives a bearing strength estimate of 101 MPa.273

However, calculating K for the concrete designed in [1], assuming σcu = 47 MPa and274

σto = 5 MPa, then K = 7.67 (MPa)1/2. Assuming an axisymmetric concrete domain of275

radius 50 mm, concentrically loaded by an indenter of radius 14.25 mm, this leads to a bear-276

ing strength estimate of 160 MPa which is in very close agreement with that measured in277

the quasi-static indentation experiments on uncoated concrete cubes, described in [1] and278

illustrated in Fig. 5.279

Figure 5: Bearing stress measured in the quasi-static indentation tests performed on two apparently identical

concrete cubes in [1]. Also plotted is Hawkins’ prediction of the bearing strength of the concrete specimen

[11].

The analysis proceeds by assuming that the critical contact pressure to cause concrete280
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failure, pcrit, is equivalent to Hawkins’ estimate of the bearing strength, q = 160 MPa.281

From Eq. 3, the stretch in the polymer is related to the contact pressure, p by:282

λ3 +
3 p λ

Ee
− 1 = 0 (15)

Solving Eq. 15 for λ and setting p = pcrit yields an expression for λ as a function of pcrit283

and Ee. Substituting this for λmax in Eq. 5 yields the energy balance at concrete failure.284

The Model (i) and Model (ii) predictions are derived by altering the assumptions about the285

elastic strain energy distribution in the polymer, discussed previously in Sections 4.1 and 4.3,286

respectively.287

5.2. Elastomer failure288

Of primary concern for coating design is to delay the point at which the concrete substrate289

fails. However, it is necessary to also estimate the conditions under which polymer failure290

might occur before concrete failure, as the response of the coated target is likely to change291

under those conditions. Setting λmax = λcrit (i.e. the critical stretch to cause elastomer292

failure) in Eq. 5 yields the energy balance at elastomer failure. Once more, the Model (i)293

and Model (ii) assumptions are discussed in Sections 4.1 and 4.3, respectively.294

The boundary between the concrete failure regime and the elastomer failure regime occurs295

when simultaneously, p = pcrit and λmax = λcrit. Thus, from Eq. 3, the following relationship296

applies:297

pcrit =
Ee
3

( 1

λcrit
− λ2

crit

)
(16)

Setting λcrit = 0.1 (i.e. xi = 0.9he, indicative of the deformations at failure observed298

in experimental shear punch tests in [1, 7]), the model predicts that for Ee < 0.3 pcrit,299

elastomer failure occurs before concrete failure (i.e. at a lower projectile impact speed, V0).300

For Ee > 0.3 pcrit, the model predicts a concrete fails first regime.301

6. Design maps302

A designer who wishes to protect a concrete structural element, of known strength,303

against impact from a projectile, of known mass and radius, can plot contours of critical304
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projectile impact velocity using the equations set out in Sections 4 and 5. Thus, the designer305

can graphically visualise what combination of elastomer modulus and sprayed-on thickness306

would be required to protect against a particular impact velocity for their assumed projectile.307

For a projectile of radius, R = 14.25 mm and mass, Mi = 0.1 kg, and assuming pcrit =308

160 MPa and λcrit = 0.1, the design maps illustrated in Fig. 6 are plotted. These maps plot309

contours of the critical projectile impact velocity for failure, Vcrit. The solid lines indicate310

the model predictions for the critical impact velocity for concrete failure, which is of most311

interest to the designer. The predictions for elastomer failure are overlayed as dotted lines.312

The boundary between the elastomer fails first and concrete fails first regimes occurs at313

a small strain elastomer modulus, Ee = 0.3 pcrit = 48 MPa. Note that this regime change314

occurs at a value of Ee within a realistic range of elastomer moduli, representative of typical315

spray application elastomers. Plotting a marker, �, at the location which corresponds to the316

elastomer coating tested in [1], it is noted that the coated concrete target is predicted to fall317

within the concrete fails first regime.318

First, the Model (i) map in Fig. 6a is examined. Both the elastomer and concrete failure319

contours exhibit a similar shape. For very low polymer stiffnesses (Ee < 5 MPa), the critical320

impact velocity becomes very sensitive to the polymer modulus. Consequently, very thick321

coatings (he > 10 mm) are required to achieve a critical impact velocity in excess of 20 m s−1.322

The sensitivity of Vcrit at concrete failure to the polymer stiffness diminishes rapidly323

above the regime boundary at Ee = 48 MPa. This suggests that when designing within the324

concrete fails first regime, the critical design parameter is the polymer thickness, he. For325

the Model (i) case, in this regime, Vcrit can reach values of about 60 − 70 m s−1 before the326

required coating thicknesses exceed 10 mm.327

For the high speed gas gun tests performed in [1], Ee = 80 MPa and he varied between328

5− 6 mm. Those tests predicted concrete failure for projectile impact velocities in the range329

V0 = 100 − 124 m s−1. The marker, �, corresponding to these tests on Fig. 6a shows that330

concrete failure is predicted for V0 ≈ 50 m s−1 which is considerably lower than that observed331

experimentally. Thus, the design map based on Model (i) appears rather conservative in332

terms of concrete failure predictions.333

Next, the map based on Model (ii) is plotted in Fig. 6b. The regime boundary, at334
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(a) Model (i)

(b) Model (ii)

Figure 6: (a) Model (i) and (b) Model (ii) contours of Vcrit. Solid lines indicate concrete failure and dotted

lines indicate elastomer failure. To the left of the vertical red boundary, the model predicts elastomer failure

before concrete failure; to the right, the model predicts concrete failure before elastomer failure. � indicates

the experimental test performed in [1] and referred to in the text.
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Ee = 48 MPa remains unchanged and both the concrete and elastomer failure contours are335

of a similar shape to those derived for Model (i). Once more, in the elastomer fails first336

regime, very soft polymers require very large coating thicknesses (he > 10 mm) to sustain337

even very low impact velocities. Higher polymer stiffnesses are likely to be in the concrete fails338

first regime where the critical design parameter once more is the coating thickness. Upon339

closer examination of the concrete failure contours at higher impact speeds, for example,340

Vcrit = 75 m s−1 and 100 m s−1, there appears to be a particular value of the polymer modulus,341

Ee that minimises the coating thickness required. Taking Vcrit = 100 m s−1 for example, it342

appears that a polymer stiffness of around Ee = 90 MPa is an optimum choice in terms of343

minimising the coating thickness required to prevent failure. It is noted however that there344

is only a weak sensitivity to polymer modulus in this regime.345

The critical velocities predicted using Model (ii) differ significantly from those predicted346

by Model (i). For a given Ee, he combination, the predicted Vcrit is increased by almost347

a factor of two. The experimental gas gun tests (from [1]), represented by the marker,348

�, on Fig. 6b measured concrete failure for projectile impact velocities in the range V0 =349

100− 124 m s−1. The Model (ii) analytical approach predicts failure for an impact velocity,350

c. 90 m s−1 which agrees well with the experiments. The discrepancy is likely due to the351

omission of viscous dissipation in the analytical model, as discussed in Section 4.4 which352

would serve to push the critical velocities for failure even higher. Nevertheless, the Model353

(ii) analysis appears to provide a good match to the experiments and in the following section,354

the validity of the models are assessed in more detail.355

7. Validation cases356

This section compares the analytical predictions of concrete failure with the results of357

the FE models and experiments (from Fig. 2). Figure 7 plots the Model (i) and Model (ii)358

analytical predictions for an elastomer coating with modulus, Ee = 80 MPa, subjected to359

impact from a projectile of mass, Mi = 0.1 kg and radius, R = 14.25 mm. The model is com-360

pared with the experimental results, and the finite element analysis (the latter considering361

alternative friction conditions at the interfaces, as described subsequently).362

Comparison with the experimental results is considered in Fig. 7a. The Model (ii) esti-363
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mate provides the closest match with experimental results, though it provides a conservative364

prediction of the critical velocity to cause concrete failure. As discussed previously, viscous365

dissipation in the elastomer layer is omitted which, if included would serve to increase the366

predicted critical velocities. Furthermore, concrete strain rate dependence has been neglected367

which again, would serve to boost the concrete strength, elevating pcrit and thus the critical368

impact velocities for failure. Nevertheless, the analytical estimates, in particular the Model369

(ii) approach, give a good match to the experimental results.370

Next, the analytical and FE predictions of concrete failure are compared. As described in371

Section 3, two variations of the FE model are considered: one with frictional contact at the372

elastomer/concrete interface and one with frictionless conditions at this interface. Quasi-373

static tests in [1] suggested best agreement was achieved with frictional contact whereas374

Fig. 2 shows that frictionless conditions bring the FE predictions more into line with the375

impact experiments. It can therefore be deduced that the rate of loading has an effect on376

the interface frictional conditions. For the FEA case with interface friction, in Fig. 7b, the377

true boundary between concrete failure/no failure occurs between the analytically derived378

Model (i) and Model (ii) predictions. Considering the FEA case without interface friction, in379

Fig. 7c (which matched the experiments well), the Model (i) prediction is overly conservative.380

Instead, the Model (ii) estimate provides a very close match to the failure boundary.381

In summary, the analytical models perform very well in terms of predicting the boundary382

between concrete failure and no failure, when compared to experiments and FEA predictions.383

The Model (i) approach provides a conservative estimate of the critical projectile velocities384

for failure whereas the Model (ii) approach predicts the failure boundary with good accuracy.385

Further refinement of the analytical model to account for viscous dissipation effects in the386

polymer would likely bring the predictions even closer to the experimental and FE results.387

8. Conclusions388

Analytical models are developed in order to predict the onset of failure for an elastomer-389

coated concrete target subjected to blunt projectile impact. The model is validated against390

experimental observations and FEA predictions (based on work in [1]). Design maps are391

produced, predicting the critical projectile impact velocity for failure, Vcrit based on two392
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(a) Analytical predictions vs experiments

(b) Analytical predictions vs FE results (with friction)

(c) Analytical predictions vs FE results (frictionless)

Figure 7: Comparing Model (i) and Model (ii) analytical predictions with (a) experimental observations, (b)

FE results with frictional contact (coefficient, µ = 0.8) at the elastomer/concrete interface and (c) FE results

with frictionless contact at the elastomer/concrete interface. Legend: × represents FE predictions and ◦

represents experimental observations; green indicates intact concrete and red indicates damaged concrete.
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design variables — the coating thickness, he and the elastomer modulus, Ee. The following393

conclusions are established:394

• The analytical models are able to accurately predict the trends in critical projectile im-395

pact velocities as a function of polymer modulus and thickness, as shown by experiment396

and finite element analysis.397

• The analytical predictions for critical projectile impact velocity are bounded by altering398

assumptions related to the distribution of elastic strain energy in the polymer.399

• The Model (i) analytical estimates appear overly conservative, underestimating the400

critical failure velocities by approximately a factor of two when compared with exper-401

iments and FEA predictions.402

• The Model (ii) analytical estimates are in closer agreement with experimental results403

and in particular, FEA predictions obtained by assuming frictionless contact at the404

elastomer/concrete interface.405

• Over a realistic range of elastomer moduli, representative of typical spray application406

polymers, a regime change is predicted in the impact response of elastomer-coated407

concrete. It is predicted that the regime boundary depends only on Ee, and not he.408

For Ee < 50 MPa, it is predicted that the elastomer will fail first. For Ee > 50 MPa,409

the concrete is predicted to fail first.410

• The analytical models also reveal key parameter sensitivities underlying protective411

coatings for concrete. In the polymer fails first regime, there is a much higher sensitivity412

to polymer modulus, Ee, compared to polymer thickness, he. In the concrete fails first413

regime, the critical velocity is most sensitive to the polymer thickness, and relatively414

insensitive to the modulus.415
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